Printing instructions for
*A tribute to children’s books*

**Printing files**
Printing files will be sent from SI upon received and confirmed application form. Translation may be needed.

**Exhibition module version**
You will need to construct between 1 and 5 exhibition modules depending if you want to use all pictures or not. You have to use the introduction print and at least 5 illustrations. You can also use only one module including the introduction on one side and the collage of all the pictures on the three other sides. Please look at the [exhibition overview](#). If you use all pictures and all 5 modules there will be two sides open at the end. In the last module you can build a shelf where you put Swedish children’s books for visitors to look at and read.

See the [the exhibition module](#) toolkit for information on how to construct the modules.

The prints to be mounted on the modules are 700x1000 mm on a 5 mm thick, matte laminated Kapa or Forex board. Forex is preferred if you are using an exhibition more than one time.

**Exhibition hanging on the wall**
The exhibition can be printed in sizes A3, A2, A1 or A0. All in one size or a combination of sizes. You need to include the intro and at least five illustrations. You can print them on 5 mm Forex and attach them on the wall.

The exhibition can be printed in size A3 for a smaller exhibition. The exhibition should preferably be printed on a premium uncoated paper such as the Multidesign Original White ([http://www.papyrus-multi.com/fr_CH/assortment/multidesign/sheets](http://www.papyrus-multi.com/fr_CH/assortment/multidesign/sheets)). Paper weight should be 300 g. The exhibition is then hung on a string attached to the wall. Make sure it looks good!

You can also hang the A3 exhibition printed on the paper above in IKEA frames – please use black or white frames only.